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BIOGRAPHY

Nick has a varied corporate practice, acting for major companies and financial intermediaries on

public and private M&A transactions, IPOs and secondary fundraisings and advising listed

companies on company law, governance and reporting issues. Nick has particular experience in the

financial services, technology and infrastructure sectors.
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M&A & Corporate Finance

Private Equity

Infrastructure

Corporate

Israel Practice

UK Public Company

EXPERIENCE

▪ Advised the shareholders of independent Lloyds insurance broker, Alston Gayler, on the sale

of Alston Gayler to leading specialist insurance and reinsurance broker, Miller. 

▪ Advised independent mid-market infrastructure investment manager, Ancala Partners, on two

purchases of assets from the Kelda Water Group.

▪ Advised Ancala on its contested £78.5 million takeover offer for Dee Valley Group plc, the

listed water company. Unusually, the bid was structured as a combined scheme of

arrangement and contractual offer under rule 14 of the Takeover Code for the two classes of

listed shares in Dee Valley and then, when the bid became competitive switched to two parallel

contractual offers.

▪ Advised Everglen Capital Pty on its US$102m sale block trade sale of shares in Transaction

Capital Limited, the JSE-listed financial services group.

▪ Advised Panmure Gordon & Co, the City stockbroking firm, on the recommended offer by

Qinvest, the Qatar private investment fund and Atlas, an investment fund founded by Bob

Diamond.

▪ Advised in relation to Endeavour Mining’s acquisition of Avnel, by way of a Canadian securities

laws-compliant Guernsey scheme of arrangement, in an all-share transaction.

▪ Advised LabTech Investments on its £892.5 million recommended cash offer for Market Tech

Holdings.

▪ Advised BCA Marketplace on its £1.9bn recommended takeover by TDR Capital.

▪ Advised the majority shareholder of Safecharge International on the $889m acquisition of

Safecharge by Nuvei Corp.

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Awards

Apr 04, 2023

IFLR1000

Insights

Mar 21, 2023

FCA Primary Market Bulletin No. 44

Primary Market Bulletin No. 44 reminds issuers of the: use of multimedia content (including audio and video) in

regulatory news announcements; FCA’s position on the requirement for a prospectus when shares are allotted

under a scheme of arrangement (mix and match facility); and new disclosure obligations under the Listing Rules

on diversity and the FCA’s approach to monitoring compliance.

Insights

Mar 16, 2023

Update from Parker Review 2023

An update report from the Parker Review on Ethnic Diversity highlights that 96% of FTSE 100 companies have met

the target of at least one minority ethnic director on their boards. FTSE 250 companies are making progress

towards meeting this target by 2024. The report also sets out new targets for each FTSE 350 company to set a

target percentage for senior management positions that will be occupied by ethnic minority executives and for 50

of the UK’s largest private companies to have at least one ethnic minority director on the board.

Insights

Feb 14, 2023

Preparing for your 2023 AGM

Insights

Jan 06, 2023

BCLP Israel Deal Round-up 2022

Insights

Dec 14, 2022

FCA publishes Primary Market Bulletin No. 42 and Market Watch 71

The FCA has published Primary Market Bulletin No.42 which, amongst other things: (i) discusses themes from the

FCA’s enquiries into unlawful disclosure of inside information (ii) highlights the relationship between the National

Security and Investment Act and market abuse; (iii) provides guidance for issuers disclosing against the TCFD

▪ Advised Flybe on its formal sales process, sale of operating subsidiaries and takeover by

Connect Airways (a consortium comprised of Virgin Atlantic, Stobart Group and Cyrus Capital).

▪ Advised MTAA Super on the sale of its interests in the Deepwater Container Terminal Gdańsk

to PSA International, the Polish Development Fund and IFM Investors for an aggregate sale

price of over €1bn.
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framework; and (iv) reminds cash shell companies of the rules in relation to reverse takeovers.This follows on

from the government’s recent publication of the ‘Edinburgh Reforms’ for ‘Building a smarter financial services

framework for the UK’ and reinforces the current focus to support market integrity and ensure a regulatory focus

on growth and competitiveness.In addition the FCA has published Market Watch 71 where they share their

observations about changes in advisory firms’ insider lists.

Insights

7 November 2022

Revised Pre-Emption Group Statement of Principles

The Pre-emption Group has published a revised Statement of Principles permitting companies to disapply the

statutory pre-emption rights for up to 20% (on a 10% + 10% basis) of their issued share capital in any one year. 

This follows the recommendations of the UK Secondary Capital Raising Review and will be welcomed by the

market given the success of these measures during the pandemic. Companies with urgent, exceptional

circumstances can, subject to obtaining the requisite shareholder approval, take advantage of the revised

recommendations prior to seeking the routine disapplication resolutions at their 2023 AGM provided certain

conditions are met.

Insights

8 August 2022

FCA fines chair of a listed company for unlawfully disclosing inside information

The chair of a premium-listed company has been fined £80,000 for unlawfully disclosing inside information to

major shareholders before the information was announced to the market. This case acts as a reminder for

companies to continuously consider what information, if any, can be disclosed and to whom, as well as the scope

for individual senior officer accountability. Commenting, Mark Steward, Executive Director of Enforcement and

Market Oversight at the FCA said, “The law requires inside information to be disclosed properly and not to major

shareholders or others in advance of announcements, as in this case. We will continue to rigorously enforce

against breaches when we see them to ensure this important principle remains uppermost in the minds of issuers

and their senior officers.”

Insights

Jul 20, 2022

UK Secondary Capital Raising Review

The UK Secondary Capital Raising Review, led by Mark Austin, has published its proposals on how to how to

improve capital raising processes in the UK after IPO.  Initial findings include increasing the pre-emption

thresholds set out in the Pre-emption Group Guidelines to 20% and empowering retail investors to participate in

secondaries. The market and the FCA has welcomed the recommendations which represent an important step in

keeping the UK capital markets competitive. This is just one of a number of ongoing initiatives to make the UK a

more attractive destination for IPOs and optimise the capital raising process.


